Role of CEWG

• **Bridge** between OSS (like Linux) developer communities and embedded system industry who wish to collaborate with those communities.
  • Building the relation of trust and co-creation is so essential to realize the value of OSS
  • However **it is so difficult achieving such ideal relationship solely by any company** because of the diversified, grovel and huge scale of the active OSS communities
  • CEWG is a community of people who belong to the industry that wish to become a citizen of grater OSS communities and perform co-creation of innovative software
Activities of CEWG (Event: Japan Technical Jamboree)

- A step to bring Japanese embedded system developers’ ideas and challenges to the global community
  - Started October 2004, to be held about 3 month interval, recently
  - Counted more than 50 times
  - Assembling top notch developers from many companies, universities and more
  - Not only for the experts but also novice persons
  - Many Japanese developer jumped into the global community, hopping at Jamboree and stepping at ELC
Activities of CEWG (Event: ELC / ELC-Europe)

• Embedded Linux Conference (US) and Embedded Linux Conference – Europe are the Linux Foundation hosting events focusing on OSS for embedded system, which CEWG strongly supporting
  • Both ELC and ELC-E are hosted by CE Linux Forum which is the former organization of CEWG
  • Spring time in US and fall timing in Europe
  • More than 500 embedded OSS enthusiasts are getting together for the exiting sessions
  • 2015 is the 10th anniversary year!
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